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ABSTRACT
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§0. INTRODUCTION.

In the work [BF] a complete trajectory classification on isoenergy surfaces of general
integrable Hamiltonian systems with two degrees of freedom in category C° has been
carried out. It turns out .that a considerable part of the problem is an exact classification
(in category C°) of general Hamiltonian systems with one degree of freedom near the
critical leaf of the foliation of the surface by the trajectories. There is also such a
reduction in category of (?*-smooth maps, see [B]. To be more exact the problem is as
follows.

Let us consider a connected compact orientable 2-manifold P2 with the boundary
dP7 = US1 which possesses a Morse function (Hamiltonian) F with only one hyperbolic
(elliptic case is much more easier and can be found in [I] in general (any degree of
freedom) analytical case and in [E] in general smooth) critical value {we will suppose it to
be zero) and which is constant on the boundary circles (we will suppose F\dpi = ±1). So
P2 contains a graph K = F - I ( 0 ) with vertices of multiplicity 4 as deformational retract
and all the boundary annuli P2\K divide onto positive (F > 0) and negative (F < 0),
to each edge of K annuli of different signs adjoining (such a P 2 one calls a letter). Let us
consider a symplectic form (volume form) w on P2 and the corresponding Hamiltonian
vector field sgrad^F. One has a problem of exact classification of germs of such fields
on A'. It was solved completely in category C° in the [BF] (i.e. there was carried out
a classification of jets on A* C P2 of Hamiltonian vector fields of above indicated type
up to a homeomorphism that moves trajectories to trajectories and preserves time).
The present paper exhibits a new way of solving and by means of it the classification
is obtained in category Ck,k = 1 , . . . , oo, a part of theorems being true in the same
wording also when k = 0.

The main theorem for the problem (let us call it (Pi)) will be preformulated in §3,
its final form is theorem 5.7, in §§ 1,2 all the necessary for that is defined. In 56 a
generalization of the main theorem for (Pi) is given which permits one to extend the
theory of trajectory classification to the case of systems with hyperbolic critical circles
with nonorientable separatrix diagram (systems with stars).

Let us consider a more general problem, [Pi)- Let us have a (connected) compact
symplectic surface (V2,w). For any Morse function F : V2 —» R, which is constant on
boundary components dV2 = US1, we associate the Hamiltonian flow v — sgrad^F.
The problem (Pa)* is the classification of pairs (V*2, v) in the category Ck, k = 1 , . . . , oo.
The main theorem for (.Pj)* ia given in §7. In §8 we wilt consider the dual problem,
(J^)*! i.e. there we will consider the classification of triples (V2,C,u>), where C is the
foliation of V2 nonsingular fiber of which are trajectories of some Hamiltonian system
v from (P2) tangent to the boundary if dV2 ^ 0 (to be more exact the foliation by
connected components of level lines of some multivalued Morse function F).

We will write "smooth" instead of "C°° - smooth" and "have k-jet zero", j\-() = 0,
instead of "have zero of order k".

§1. REFORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM ( P I ) AND NECESSARY CONDITIONS.

Let us denote by 11^,(Fo) the period of passing the line {F = F o } ; by the vector
field sgraduF. U*j(Fo) is finite when Fo ^ 0, i.e. when {F = Fu}; is a closed line.
It is clear that if there exists an isomorphism $ between (P2,F,u/) and (P2,F,u>),
then n + . £ ; ($*F) = Huj(F) (hereinafter by isomorphism one means a germ of it,



i.e. an isomorphism between F 1{-eu£2) Mid F 1(—fi,e^))- The function IIU|;(F)
is monotone by \F\ and nU|i(0) = oo. Hence there always exists a homeomorphism *
satisfying the condition above. In [B] A.V.Bolsinov found the existence condition for
such a diffeomorphism of arbitrary smoothness C , fc = 1, . . . , oo. Because of the noted
above we may think that P2 = P2, F = F. Besides, let $ looked for preserve vertices,
edges A' and ends of P2 (i.e. components of DP2) (it is clear this is not an essential
restriction). Then the first necessary condition must held;

So we receive the following reduced formulation of the problem. Let us consider
P2 as above, F : P2 —> i?, 0 is a unique (hyperbolic) critical value for F. Let one
have two symplectic forms w and ui on P2 that induce the same orientation on P2

(the general case is easily reduced to that one). When does an automorphism $ (of
Ckclas,i) P2 preserving F, vertices and edges of A' and mapping l i t o u (or equivalently
^.(sgrad^F) = sgrad^, F) exist ? Let us call the problem (Pi'). The first necessary
condition (1.1) can be reformulated in the following way. Let Cfe) be the i-th con-
nectivity component of the set F~'(0, e) (or (£,0), if e < 0). Then we will necessary
have:

voLC,(F) = v o b C ( F ) (1.1')

Let us consider an arbitrary vertex .4 of the graph A*. As it was showed in [CVV]
there exist local coordinates (x, y) such that F = xy and u = A(F) dx A dy, A{0) > 0.
It is easy to check the fulfillment of the following (see.[BFj,B)

Lemma 1.1. The time of passing near the vertex A of the flow sgrad^ F is equal to
— A(F)ln \F\ + c(F) where c is a smooth function.

Remark 1.2. Two terms in the sum above are respectively called infinite (unsmooth)
and finite parts of the period function.

Therefore if we expand A(F) into a Tiiylor series £°^ D A,F ' we will obtain a sys-
tem {A;}™0 of invariants of autosymptectoniorphism $. Let A_4|ln(t) denote the sum
X^"=oA,r. Then it is easy to check that the second necessary existence condition for
Ck autosymplcctomorphism $ is

(1.2)

for every vertex Aj.

§2. THE BEGINNING OV PROVING THE MAIN THEOREM

FOR ( / Y ) A N D THE THIRD NECESSARY CONDITION.

In order to exist for C4-isomorphism between ( P 2 , F , U J ) and (P2,F,<i) besides nec-
essary conditions (1.1) and (1.2) one must require the fulfillment of one more condition.
We will formulate it later and now let us commence constructing the isomorphism, w
and LJ can be connected by homotopy in the class of symplectic forms uit = tw + (1 — t)w
since w and uj define the same orientation. H2{P2) = H2{K) ~ 0, hence u>< = CJ-UJ = da
and following [M] let us note that shift by the time t along the time-dependent vector

field U(, i.e. a family of automorphisms $,,( e [0,1], $ 0 = id,—$, = u, o <!>,, where
dt

W)(u(,+) = —a(+), maps w't into wo = to. $i being automorphism will be a consequence
of the preservation of F, and for this evidently it is sufficient to require the preservation
of F by the flow u t with a successful choice of a. We will show below that it is possible
to make such a choice for isomorphic triples (F2 , F, u). The preservation of the function
F by the shift u( is equivalent to the condition ut = / , sgrad^F, i.e. afsgrad^F) = 0.
Thus the problem (Pi')is reduced to a search of 1-form a of the class C* such that

da = ui —
(2.1)

Lemma 2.1. Let the conditions (1.1) and (1.2) hold. Then there exists a smooth 1-
foTm a such that da = u> — it), a(x) = 0 Va; € A' and a has (k+l)-jet zero in every
vertex: jt+]Ci(A,) = 0.

Proof. As it was mentioned before there exists a 1-form a such that da = tl> — us. In
order to satisfy the two other conditions we will change it by closed 1-forms. Let us
orient the edges of the graph A" by means of the flow sgrad^ F (or equivalently by means
of sgrad^F). Consider a\K, we are going to make [o|A-] = 0 £ J?'(A'; R) — H'D[t(K)
(since the graph has only double transversal selfintersection points it is easy to give a
sense to the symbol). For any edge e C A' define o(e) = fa = a ^ 0. Choose an

interval / € e and find f : I —* R — such a smooth function that it is identically zero
at the beginning of / (it inherits an orientation from e) and is identically a at the end
(Fig. 1). Extend it onto a neighborhood U = I x J of the iziterval / in P2 (Fig. 2) by

means of projection U —> I and redefine a = a — df, where 1-form df is the differential
of / on U and 0 outside. Then for a new 1-form a we have o(e) = 0. Doing such an
operation for each edge e we will obtain [o|A] = 0 6 Hl(K; R)-

As it follows from [a|ft-] = 0 there exists a C°°-function f\h- : K —t R such that
d(f\K) = a\K. Extend f\K to a smooth / on P1 so that df(x) = a(x),Vx € K.
It is possible to do that outside vertices since we might extend it onto P2 \K along

normals (for any metric) n(x) to A' with the condition df(n(x)} = -^(x) — a(n(x)).
an

The normals will intersect near the vertices and one needs an agreement condition for
extensions. But this may be written as:

d(df)A = da\A = = (Ao - Ao) dx A dy\A = 0

for any vertex A. In detail: suppose A' near A is given by xy = 0, (x,y) being local
d d df

coordinates, and a = adx + bdy. Then TT-(/|JI-) = a, TT(}\W)
 = «i i-e- T^(^IO) =

o^ oy ox
a(z,0), ^-(0,i/) = b(0, y) and we may define / with xy / 0 by formula

+ y(b(x, 0) - 6(0,0)) - zxy, z = j-(Q, 0) = £(0 ,0)

def
Now if a = a — df then Q(.T) = 0 V.T 6 A' and da = G) — u>.



The rest of the lemma is local. Namely we will show that near a vertex A of the
graph there is a smooth 1-form a which coincides with a outside a small neighborhood
of the point A, jk+ia{A) = 0, and which satisfies da = da. Let a^) be a 1-form, having
i-jet 0 in zero and such that da ( i ) = da, i < k. Consider a(i) = /?; + 7;, where ft =

£ akixk\)ldx + Yi buzky'dy, j;+i7i(0) = 0. Since da^ has k-jet 0 in zero,

the same is also true for d/3,, and hence dji, = 0 and /?,- = dh^, fc(j)(0,0) = h^(A) = 0.
Choose a Euclidean norm | | in coordinates (x,y) in a neighborhood of the point A and
let 7 t l | t , : 0{A) —» R be such a smooth function, £ 1 < €2, that 7 t i ,,,(*) = 1, | J | < £1 and
7t,.*1( i) = 0,

)z| > £2- Denote ft.* = 7i/;,2/; • ft(j) and cn,+i) = O(i) — <M»j . If k is finite then
the process will be finished in the finite number of steps and a = a; t+ i ) . Otherwise,

forms «(_i) = tv,o (0),.. . converge to aja^ = a — *£, *"•! i w m c h has the jet 0 in zero;
00

= a — *£, *
1=0

the smoothness of h = ^ h\* in zero can be obtained in standard way, a = •
Remark 2.2. Any other 1-form a satisfying the conditions of the lemma may be obtained
this way: a = a-df, where / : P2 —t R is such a smooth function that df(x) = 0 VT 6 K
and jk+,f{Aj) = 0.

Let us now begin constructing the third invariant which will distinguish nonequivalent
triples (P2,F,u>). P2\K is a union of annuli C,. Choose for every annulus d = 5 1 x / —>
/ a transversal for some edge e]: section /J; (fi, 0 ej. = pti) and define a continuous
function n ; Ci —» R this way:

= 0; x= (2.2)

where f is an interval of the integral trajectory of the field sgrad^F, connecting the
point with a point on the section /?,. Let us check out the correctness of this definition.
Let C'i(e) = {F — E], and 9C\(e) = y,{s) — 7,(0) be a union of two boundary circles,
ji(0) C A", 7/(f) C Ci\K, oriented by means of sgrad^ F. Then by the Stocks' formula:

1- smoothness of the ftinction x on C, outside vertices of the graph A' is evident and
in the vertices follows from the (k+l)-jet of a being equal to zero:

Lemma 2.3. Lei a be a smooth 1-form on B} with 3-jet 0 in zero and be vanishing
when xy = 0. Consider a function x : {x > 0} —* R defined by conditions x — 0 when
x(l — x)y = 0 and x{i,y) = j a, I is an interval of trajectory of the vector field xdx—ydj,

I
connecting the points (x,y) and (J,zy), Then x i$ C'-smooth in the half-plane.

Thus we have received a continuous function x : P2 —* R.
For each edge em let us choose sections sm transversal to the flow sgrad_ F, we will

call them cuts. Each cut has a positive part s+, where F > 0, and a negative one ,s~;
si,ns™ = «?„ € em, j+ U 5~ = sm(see Fig. 3). Expand x into a Taylor series by F

on 3* in a neighborhood of the point s1^. We can do it up to the (k+l)-th term since
x\c is C*+1-smooth:

i + l

= 00.

Definition 2.4. 6™{t) = V~\ where m counts edges.

Associate to a system (P2,F,w,w) graph F, dual to A', the vertices of which are
boundary circles 5j C dP* and the edges are oriented (by means of F) cuts. One
may think V C P2 , where P2 is P2 with the boundary components glued by discs
Di. pi = pi | j ^ u D 2j = p*j{S) 9 x - y € S}}. Calling vertices and edges of the

8P>8P
graph T respectively 0- and 1-cells and neighborhood of vertices of the graph A' — 2-
cells we obtain a cell decomposition of P2 that is dual by Poincare to the decomposition
(vertices of K), (edges of K), P2 \ K = l)D2. Associate now to every oriented cut sm the
polynomial (or the series) 6J"(£). It is easy to see that obtained cochain 6jt(u;,<I>) (with
the values in polynomials Rt[t] ~ Rk or in series R[t] ~ ii°°) is a cocycle. Moreover,
holds the following
Proposition 2.5- A system (P2,F,U>,LJ) uniquely defines an element Zk(u,&) = [<5t(w,

P
Indeed, the cocycle 6 does not change when one replaces a h-t a — df, f £ CCO{P2)

(see remark 2.2), replaces g; and the cuts sm. And if the sections fij on the annulus Cj
are replaced, a polynomial or series is added to every cut incident to the annulus Cj (a
j- th vertex of the graph F), the same to all, i.e. the cocycle changes by coboundary.

Proposition 2.6. The following formulas hold:

(1) Zfc(«,w) = 0
(2) Z t (uV) + Zk(u\u") = Zk{u,u")
(3) If an automorphism $ preserves vertices of K then Zjt{u>, $*CJ) = 0; in other

words: Zk(w,uj')

Proof. It is needed only for the last formula. We can represent ui and w1 — $*w in the
forms w — da, ui' = da', a' = $*<*. Let CJ be a 2-form with the same invariants II
and A as in the case of u> and so localized near the vertices that its support does not
intersect neither cuts nor sections. Then:

= Zk{da,u>) = Zk(da',uj) = •
Remark 2.7. The proposition suggests an idea that Zk(w,uj'} = Zk(u>) — Zk(uj'}. As we
shall see in the next section this is true.

Thus we have found the last necessary condition:

= 0,

and now we are able to formulate the main theorem.

(2-3)



§3. THE MAIN THEOREM FOR (PI1).

Theorem 3.1. Triples (P2,F,u>) and ( P 2 , F » Ck- equivalent (k = \,...,oo) iff
(l.l).(l.e) and (g.3) hold.

Proof. The necessity was investigated in §§1,2 so let us pass to the sufficiency. As
explained above it is sufficient to find a 1-form of the smoothness C* such that (2.1)
holds. Consider a from the lemma 2.1. Since 0 = Zt(u>,w) = Zt(O, da) there exists a
function x on P2, C°°-smooth on P 2 \ K and C i + 1 -smooth on the edges,

Lemma 3.2. / / a function is Ck-smooth in half-planes {x > 0}, {y > 0}, {x < 0},
{y < 0], then it is Ck-smooth in R2.

As follows from the (obvious) lemmas 2.3 and 3.2 the function x is C*+1-smooth on

P2 so a = a — dx is one looked for. •

Definition 3.3. Let / ^ P 2 , F,w,ii) denote a set {{nw,,(F) - IIi,i(F)}, {AA, ,*{() -

Theorem 3.1 states that (P2 ,F.w) ~" (P2,F,ui) is equivalent to It(P
2,F,u,ui) = 0.

It can be reformulated in a different, more common, manner. Let us denote

fijt = {(UJJJUJJ)! Wf is a symplectic form on P 2 , / t (P 2 , F,ui],wj) = 0}

Let p : T,t —> fijt bo the natural projection.

Theorem 3.4. (Y^fi*,;)) is a Serre. fibration.

Lemma 3.5.
(1) Let M" be closed. Then a map d : fi'(M") -> ImdC fi'+1(Mn), mapping the

form u> to du, is a projection of Serve fibraiion.
(2) Let us consider (P2,A') and Q] = {a £ ill\ a{x) = 0 V* € A'}. Then d :

f2'(P2) -* ImdC fi '(P2) is a projection of Serre fibration.

(3) //121 = {a 6 fi'l a(sgradwF) = 0} (where one can substitute to either by ui\ or

by U2) then d : SI1 —> Im d C fi2 is a projection of Serre fibraiion.

* is con-The proof is conducted by means of localization and the fact that d~l\
tractibte.

Proof of the the.ortra. Let us at first show that any path in fl* is lifted to the path in
Ti- with a preassigned beginning. Let (uu,^j2t) ^ e a path and "t'oijo = uim. Clearly
without lost of generality one might believe that ivjo and ijj2o induce the same orientation
on P2 and moreover ui\a — WJO> $0 = id. Consider forms u>Tt = (2 — r)un + (T — I)ui2t--
As above there are diffeomorphisins $ r ( such that $ u = id V( and $*tu)ri = u?ii, where
<&rt is a shift by the time r along the trajectories of the vector field u r ( and uTt is
defined from the equation

= 0 V,r 6 A', F) = 0.

These conditions define at uniquely, up to a term c(F)dF, where by c(F) is denoted a
function which is constant on the leaves of fibration P 2 by trajectories of the vector field

sgradwF; similarly, u r ( is defined uniquely up to a term c(F) sgradWT| F. Using lemma
2.5.(3) we chose C*-form a, smooth by t, »„ = 0. Then uTl and 4 r i are (C'-Jsmooth
by T,t and we let * , = *2<, *o = id.

General path lifting theorem is deduced now easily because every component of
^" ' ( (UJ .W)) is contractible. Indeed, let $*F = F, 3>*w = w and <S ~ id in the class of
such maps. Clear, ^ . sg rad^F = sgrad^ F, so $ is uniquely determined by images of
transversals sticking out of some vertices, one for an annulus. So far as the last set is
contractible, tout est fait. •

Let us now fulfil the promise of remark 2.7. Let us have (P2 , F, A') and a symplectic
form u). Following lemma 1.1 we can write

mi

n.,,(F) = - £ A^. ,k(F) i« I-H + c?(f),

where m, is an amount of vertices of the graph K on the boundary C,, A^. t fF) =
Z)r=o A(

r
j)Fr, cf £ C*[0,e). In case k = 00 for A^̂  , t(F) we take any function with the

Taylor series YLT=a Ar J )F r . Further, similarly to lemma 2.1 we can write w = da, where
a\h- = 0. Let us consider like in §2 an arbitrary set of cuts {s,,,} and sections {/?,}•
Fix some annulus CV Suppose it is positive — Cf. There are on it a section /?,- and
semicuts *£•,... ,3^,. , . Denote a space along the field sgradwF between *+ and sf + iu

by Vjt = [js+-,^.+ ])l.) C C,+ , C+ = LJl/jj. Suppose e.c. ^( € [?,,. Define a function
>

x:Cf ~>R:

.̂ = S i ; g, € = 0 ; * • = ff, on [7 , , ,

where / is an interval of integral trajectory of the field sgrad^ F in L'i ,• connecting the
point with a point on the section /5,. Further, for x0 e .s.̂  define x(.ro) = lim Jf(i) +

*€l/i,

Aj4lii(F(io))lnF(io) cf'(F(io)) and for xx £ C/'2l let x(xj) = X(T 0 ) + fa, where

I is an interval of integral trajectory of the vector fields sgradu F in f/21 connecting the
points zi and xo € «2i'. For 10 £ s^ define *r(;ro) = lim x(x) + A,i,1:,(F(xo))lnF(xo) —

x—>zo

—cj'fFfxo)) and so on. When we make a complete turnover and again define x\v ,
rn j u

we will obtain the same value.
Let us repeat the procedure for all annuli and similarly to the definition 2.4 asso-

ciate to every (oriented) cut sm a polynomial (series) £"(<). But this time the ob-
tained 1-chain is not a cycle, where one considers (0,1 and 2) chains of the standard
cell decomposition of P 2 : {vertices of K)o, (edges of K)i, (glued discs)2: S^ui) =
J2 ^lTMem € C\{P2\ Rk[i])- If we vary possible arbitrariness in the definition of 6k{w)
m

(see prop.2.5), we will receive uniquely determined element [rfi-fo;)] € C\jBi (P2; Rk[t]).
To get (as earlier) cohomologic invariant let us act like [BF]: Cj /Bi = Cl/Z1 + Z, fBy —
Bo + H1. Let us define a scalar product in Ci{P2\Iii\t]) with respect to which 1-chains
{*'em}(=o it. ra counts edges, are an orthonormal basis. One can uniquely decompose
Sk(u) = wk{w) + vk(ui), where ut(w) € / i ( P 2 ; Rk[t]) = {c € C^dc = 0 € Co}, wk±vk.



Definition 3.6.
Z(») ' [v{)) €

=f dwk = dSk Bv(P
2;Rk[t]) and

Remark 3.7. 6* is uniquely recovered by v* and Z\t, so [6i,-] is uniquely recovered by Zk

and ^ t .
0-chain with coefficients in Rt[t] this is a collection of polynomial (series) on the

vertices of the graph K. Near each vertex Aj two positive annuli Ij and IIIj, and two
negative annuli //> and /V ; pass. Let m^ be a number of vertices of K on dlj, and
cj? (F) be a Taylor series up to k-th term of the finite part of the period function (see
above) and similarly for II, III, IV. It is straightforward to check

cn(F) ckiv(F) 4(F) cni(F)Lemma 3.8. Ak(u) = £ f^, where f} = -^-~ + ^ ^ JU1

Corollary 3.9. If (1.1) and (1.2) hold then Ak(u) = Ak(Cb).

Proposition 3.10. If (1.1) and (1.2) hold then Zt(ui,u) = Zk{u) - Zk(Ci).

Proof. The difference of x-$ for UJ and ij while the sections are the same is clearly the
function x for the pair (u;,il>) whenever the form Q is a difference of the forms. D

Definition 3.3'. h(P\ F,u) =' {{rL,,(F)}, {A^ ,t.(<)}, Z*M}.

Then Ik(P
2, F,w,w) = Ik(P\F,Lj) - h(P\F,P2) and we obtain:

Theorem 3.1'. (P 2 , J» ~ (P\F,w) = Ik(P*,F,Z).

§4. ELIMINATION OF REDUNDANT INFORMATION.

So to classify forms w on (P 2 ,F , A') we associate with them the following data :
11^ j(F), h-A,,k(F) and ZI(OJ). But this information is redundant. In order to see this
let us consider the letter-atom B (Fig. 3). Take any interior circle {F = const};. We
have n^,i(F) = -Ajt(F) In \F\ + c{F) where c is a (^'-smooth function on [0,£) (or
on (£,0]). Therefore we can recover A-invariant. But this is not the case with the
letter Cj (Fig. 4) because any period n ^ ^ F ) contains unsmooth part in the form

—(At (F) + At (F))ln |F|, i.e. the possibility to separate A'1' and A*2' is given only
when we determine one of them. Let us find out how many of A-s and where we must
leave on the vertices so that by means of them and II we can recover the rest. Since we
can deal with the coefficients in A{t) = £] A,*' independently the question is as follows :
suppose there are numbers Aj on vertices of the graph A'. Associate to any boundary

circle 7; G OP2, % — 1 , . . . , n a number nq = £ k3X3 where j counts vertices lying on
the boundary of the i-th annulus and kj = 0,1,2 is a multiplicity. The question is how
many of Aj and where one must leave to be able to recover by means of them and {fti}
the whole set {Aj} .

Let us formulate at first the formal answer. Let us enumerate the vertices of K :
Ai,... ,Am, n ~m = \(P2). Form a matrix A=(a},)mKn:

0, if 7, does not pass near Aj

1, if pass once

^ 2, if twice

Clear that A-A= ft, thus holds

Lemma 4 . 1 . 7/JV = rtt — rkA, then ji, recovers A. Other-wist marks A must be. leaved

on vertices J 4 J , , . . . , A{N where ( i i , . . . ,ijv) is such a minimal collection thai the rows of

A with the numbers i ^ { i j , . . . ,i/v} <""« linearly independent.

Remark 4.2. N > 0 whenever P2 is not planar. It it obvious for a surface P'2 of genus
g > 1 : rkA< n = m + 2~2g<m. But it holds also when g = 1, rkA< n, since the
sum of the columns corresponding to positive annuli equals to the sum of the columns
corresponding to negative ones and equals to the column of twos.

However application of the lemma is laborious so inconvenient. Let us consider the
fiat case, 9 = 0. Any graph K dealed with is a number of circles, immersed to P2, which
following [BF] we will call atomic. Denote them by ft,...,/?,.

Proposition 4.3. Let g = 0. To recover {A} one muai leave (q — 1) marks X} on the
vertices A\,..., Aq-\ where A} £ ^ 0 ^ and the set of transposition {sij, s?j) forms
a basis in S, .

Proof. Let us at first show that if q = 1 then one can recover A by /;. Take an arbitrary
vertex Aj and let us move along the circle in any direction. When we return into the
vertex, we will have an imbedded circle with an "ang]e"(Fig. 5}. It bounds a number
of domains and we can associate integers to them so that their sum by domains having
an angle in a vertex of our circle with "angle" is zero for every such a vertex other than
the "angle" while the only domain incident to the "angle" has +1. To see this uncoil
the loop allowing only degenerations of common type A) and B) (see Fig. 6), put ±1
and coil it back changing the numbers adequately (see Figs. 6,7). Now \j is a sum of
fii, corresponding to domains and multiplied by corresponding numbers.

Let us now have two atomic circles 0\ and 0%. Since the intersection number fi^ • p? =
0, the number of intersections f)t and $2 is even. Move along /32 and change A in the
points in turn by +x,-x. Then, obviously, none of )i, changes (Fig. 8) so the minimal
number of leaving A is N > 1. Let one determine Aj for some A} £ [i\ D /?2- There are
at least three different annuli among I-IV incident to Aj. Let I / III be opposite (of the
same sign) annuli. Made an operation indicated on the Fig. 9. As a result instead of
two atomic circles we get one, lost the vertex Aj and instead of annuli I and III get an
annulus V with the mark /jy = /(/ + ̂ / / / — 2Aj. Therefore JV < 1, i.e. JV = 1. Similarly
for every q : q - l < N < q - l . Q

In general case let us denote by 7-ffi(.P2;/I) C Hi(P2;R) a subgroup generated by
all the cycles [ f t ] , . . . , [0,1.

Proposition 4.4. The minimal number of leaving marks A is

For the proof and the rule of placing marks A one may see [DF],part II,§10.

§5, SlMPLIFICATIOIV OF THE II-INVARIANT AND THE MAIN THEOREM FOR

Actually in Il-invariant there contains also redundant information. To see this change
some function I1W|;(F) by function with k-jet 0 in zero (when F = 0). Then there exists
Ck-automorphism P2 preserving the foliation {F = const}, superposing II old and new
and C not differing from Id on K and therefore preserving A- and Z-invariants. So
only k-jet of the finite part c of the period function II has sense (and besides then
one would not have to make somewhat disagreeable operation of eliminating redundant
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A-information). Such jets at the end of §3 were united in AZ-invariant. To apply the
method of §2 we have supposed in §1 that $ preserves F. Now we may remove that re-
striction. But at first we must explain what happens with A, A and Z-invariants when
F Cfc-changes, the changes being independent on every annulus so far that the global
transformation is C*-smooth. As a matter of fact basing on smoothness arguments we
can without loss of generality consider only global changes F = F(F) on the whole P2 .

it „ .

Let F - F(F) = Y. aiFl + 6(|F|),a, £ 0. If we substitute it into A(F)ln|Fj =
* .. .. k

]T A,F'ln|F|, we will obtain £ A;F'ln|F| + ck{F) where ck is C*-smooth in zero.
1=0 i=0

* » - k

Thus we will receive the rule of changing the A-invariant; Yl AjF' v-t 52 AjF1. For

example, when k=l , substituting F = aF + o(\F\) into (Ao + AjF)ln \F\, we obtain

(Ao In ) 6(1))) = (Ao + A,F)ln \F\ + ck(F),

from where Ao = Ao, K\ — aAi, i.e. A-invariant in category C1 is a collection {A^^}
and a collection (A.4,,1 : . . . : A^^.i) of numbers Ai thinking of up to multiplication by
a nonzero number.

Let us note that in this way A-invariant in category CD can be obtained. Actually,
changing F = F" , a > 0, we receive Aoln|F) = aA o l n |F | = AglnF, i.e. the invariant
is a collection (A^.o : ... : A,tm,o) (.see [BF]).

A- invariant changes even easier: one takes a polynomial (series) in the vertex j ,
substitutes into it the series for F by F and cuts down the resulting series if k < 00.
The similar operation is done with a representative of a class Z, the result enclosing into
square brackets.

Definition 5.1. Invk{P2,F,u) '= {{\Al,k}},AklZk}.

Now we understand what means C 1 -automorphism $, preserving the foliation {F =
const}, maps a collection /ni>t(P2, F,u>) to 7mij,(P2,F\ui') and hence understand what
means $ maps Jiu'j^P2, F,w) to Im>t.(P2 ,F',u;'). Therefore we can present the main
theorem.

Theorem 5.2. (P2 ,F,w) ~ ( P 2 ' , F \ u / ) ig Invk(P
2,F,w) = Im, fc(P2 ' ,F',w').

Proof. To the one side this theorem is a consequence of theorem 3.1' and the lemma 3.8.
Let now one have Cfc-diffeomorplrism $ which superposes the foliations and maps Invi,
to lnv'k. We must prove Cl-equivalence of the systems ( P 2 , F , U J ) and (P2,$*F\<t*w).
We can take a as in lemma 2.1 with w = 4*u/. Further, since A and 2-invariants
coincide, using remark 3.7, we can choose to be coincident 1-chains 6j..(w) and 6t($*w')
generating them, therefore the difference of the functions x and x' generating them
is Ck+1-smooth (see §2 and the proof of the theorem 3.1). In this case we can let
a — a — dx and note that such an a satisfies (2.1). D

The equality /nut = Inv'k means the existence of a Cl-isomorphism mapping Jniii:(F)
to Inv'k(F'). And even though when it exists it is unique up to diffeomorphism which
is C -zero on K and can be easily found, one may desire to have more effective method
of comparing Invt{F) and Imij^F'). And it is possible upon good reparametrization
of the foliation {F = const].
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Proposition 5.3. There exists a smooth transformation F H F O H the half-interval

[0, *) or (*, 0], sgnF = sgn F, such that U(F) = -A(F)In | F | + c(F) becomes -A(F) In |F | .

Proo/. Let A(F) = Ao + .-.. ,c(F) = c0 + . . . . Let us change F ~ U l F . Then II(F) ^
-A(a iF ) ( ln |F |+ lno i ) + c(«iF) = - ( A o + ... )m|F] - Aalnai + co + . . . . Therefore
in order to kill the constant term in c(F) we change F i-+ a jF where a, = ec°/Ao. Let
us kill the first order term in c(F) = ctF + . . . changing F >-* F + a2F : TL{F) >->
( -A o + • • • )(ln\F\ + ln(X + a2F)) + c(F + a2F) - {-Ao + . . . )ln \F\ - (Aoa,F + . . . ) +
c\F + ciajF5 + . . . . We take aj = Cj/Ao- In order to kill the second order term
in c(F) = c^F* + .,. , let. us change F t-t F + a^F3 etc. As a result we obtain

the formal change F •-+ 52 a^' which kills all the Taylor series terms for c(F). Let

us change F t-* F — F(F)I where F(F) is arbitrary smooth with the Taylor series

f > ( F \ Then I1(F) = n(F(F)) = -A(F) ln lF | + c[F), where Jooc(0) = 0. We set

A(F) = A(F) - D

Proposition 5.4. If another function F'{F) satisfies propojitioTi 5..? then F and F'
o o o

express one by another and F' = F + q(F), iooq(O) = 0.

Proof is going on as in 5.3 and we obtain that the Taylor series terms for F ' (F) are
ai = 6n. D

Corollary 5.5. There exists in a. small neighborhood of K C P 2 a unique, up to
o

0 dF
addition q(F), jooq{§) = 0, function F(F) such that — > 0 and for any preas-

UT
signed annulus Cj C P J the period function for the vector field v = sgradu F satisfies
n i lW(F) = nj |L;(F(F)) = -AJiU(F) In \F\.

Thus choosing an end of the letter-atom (P2,I\) we uniquely determine the jet of
o

(smooth) parametrization V = P2/C So we may uniquely substitute F to t = F, F =
F(t) in Inujt(P2,F,u>)(= Jm>k(P2,u = sgrad^F)) and express all polynomials (series)
by t. After that the coincidence of objects must become literal, so we obtain the final
form of the main theorem for (Pi).

Definition 5.6. Let us denote by Invk(P
1
>v)i = lnvk{P2, F,u)j the set hwk(P

2, F,u)

parametrized by F = Fj(F) for arbitrary (F,u>) satisfying f = sgraduF.

Theorem 5.7. (P2,sgradwF) - (P2',sgrad^ F') iff J1iufc(P
2,sgradwF), =

Inv^P2 ^grad^j F1), , where by equality vie mean one induced by isomorphism V ~ F'
that maps marked ends to marked ones.

§6. GENERALIZATION: STARS.

In the theory of topological classification besides letter-atoms described in the in-
troduction there are letter-atoms with stars (see [F],[BMF]). A star is a, vertex on a
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graph of degree two such that for (P3,K) (with vertices of multiplicity 2 and 4) there
exists a letter-atom (P2,K) and an involution a on it such that o*F = F, a*w =•
u), (P2,K)/<7 = {P2, A"), fixed points of a and only they mapping upon factorisation
a : P2 -+ P2 into stars ; near them the map a is a reflection: there are coordinates (x, y)
satisfying F = xy, w = w(iy) dx A dy, o(x, y) = (— x, — y) (see Fig.5). A neighborhood
of the singular fiber in the three-dimensional submanifold is P2 x I/{(x, 0) ~ {ff(*)> 1)}-
One can construct (P2,K) by (P2,K) the following way: K is disposed in R\ being
tangent to R? = dR\ along R1 C fls in stars. Further one takes a reflection K from
R2, replaces stars by crosses and at last draws P2 inverting it on angle TT while passing
through R2 (see Fig.ll). It is easy to see that although (P2,K) depends on the em-
bedding (P2,A') into R+, the neighborhood of the singular fiber in threedimensional
submanifold P2 x / / ~ does not.

One can include systems with stars into the theory of trajectory classification. For
doing this one must only know how to classify exactly germs of Hamiltonian systems with
involution on a singular leaf in P up to C -diffeomorphism commuting with involution.
As in §1 we can think $'F = F. Define HMl,(F): if 7,(F) = a~1'yi(F) is a pair of circles
let UU[i(F) be the time of passing any of them by the flow IT'1 sgradwF = sgrad^F
and if it is a single circle then a half of it. Similarly for every vertex Aj (including stars)
one defines Aj-,t(r) to be the A-invariant of any <7-inverse image. To define Zki^u^i)
let us consider a 1-form a, given by the lemma 2.1 with respect to forms iii and tl>2-

Pass to ff-invariant form a = ami define as above a function x : P2 —> R.

Replace it also by u-invariant one x = . Since IT' x = x we can pull it down

to the base. One gets a function x : P2 —* R, continuous on P2 and smooth outside the
graph K. Choosing an arbitrary set of sections {sm} we define a 1-cochain <5t(t) like in
the definition 2.4. Easy to see this cochaiu does not depend on to what side of the star
one takes the section. Therefore applying arguments of the proof of the proposition 2.5
we obtain an element Ztfu^ujj) € Hl(P2; Rt[t])- The proposition 2.6 holds true ; to
prove 3) ono lifts <S> to * : P 2 —• P2 acting on vertices like cr, [$,CT] = 0.

Theorem 6.1. Let (P2 , F,u>j) be a letter-atovt (with stars) and (P J , F,w2) be another.
They are Ck-equivalent iff Ik(P

2, F,u>i, Wj) = 0.

Proof. Since the necessity is done above let us pass to the sufficiency. Because of
Zjt(u>i,a>2) = 0 we can find sections and initial values of i< on them such that ye £

Ck+1(P2) (see the proof of the theorem 3.1). Then averaging, x = , and re-

placing a by a -dx we get a (^-invariant a such that da = Ci\ —uij and ^(sgrad^ F) = 0.
Therefore anisotopy for the unit time along the vector fields u,, (iii2 + (l — t)tj])(u,, +) =
a(*), moves tl>2 to U] and commutes with a. •

Passing to the definition of the 4Z-invariant let \\s note that cuts sm must be put
on every edge including ones containing vertices of multiplicity 2 (stars) as a boundary.
The defining rule for function x on the cuts is now slightly changing. While passing an
edge containing stars we subtract an accumulated infinite part (— \^%i(F{xa))\n |F( i o ) |

— see §3) and all the finite parts (—cf(F(io) ) corresponding to the stars of the edge

being on the first met edge ; being on the others of that edge we subtract only infinite
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parts. Owing to this definition there is no difference among cuts on the edge taken for
determining <5£"((). Thus we can correctly define Zt(w),zifc(w) and prove:

Theorem 6.2. Theorems 5.2 and 5.7 hold true in the star case.

In conclusion of the section let us consider interrelations between rk/f i (P ) and
rki / i (P 2 ) i.e. between the genera of the surfaces. Suppose a letter-atom (P2,K)
contains n 4-multiple vertices, p stars and m boundary circles. One may easily see that
for Euler characteristic of the "glued" surface the following formula holds : x(') =

m — n. For the "unfolded" atom (P2,K): the number of the vertices of A' is (2n+p), the

number of the boundary circles in dP2 is m £ [2m—p, 2m ], the Figs. 12 and

13 showing that mm;n and m m a l are achieved. One may show any m € [riimin,mmaz]
is achieved. These estimates imply:

1 - ( - ! ) " ,

Since the genus g = 1 — rf, we have proved

Proposition 6.3. / / g is the genus of P2 and gt is the genus of P2 then
9» 6 [2p + [^f^] , 2<? + p — 1], all possible values being achieved.

So it is possible to have a situation as in Fig. 14 when g = 0 ,g , > 0.

§7. E X A C T SMOOTH CLASSIFICATION O F HAMILTONIAN

V E C T O R FIELDS ON SYMPLECTIC 2 -MAN1FOLDS,

In this paragraph we solve (P2) in the category Ck, i.' = 1 For k = 0 it was

solved in [BF]. We reduce (P2) to (Pj ) solved in §§1-5. Let us have connected compact
symplectic surface V2 and a Hamiltonian system v = s g r a d ^ F on it with the Morse
Hamiltonian which is constant on the boundary components. Let £ be the foliation of
P 2 by connected components of level lines of F . V2/C is a connected graph F, vertices
of degree 1 of which correspond to elliptic critical points of F (the notation is A) or
to the boundary components (the notation is d). Other letters are used for multiple
vertices. Let us note that a small neighborhood of singular leaf (vertex of the graph F)
is precisely the let ter-atom, see §0. The weight of the atom is by definition the number
of critical points (vertices, in our case of multiplicity 4) on the singular leaf, on the
graph K Q P2. One may see the list of atoms of small weight in [BMF]. We will use the
notation from there. Letter-atoms can be nonflat, see Fig.15. Edges of F correspond to
annuli Sl x I, foliated by noasingular leaves of £ , by circles. An example of F is shown
on Fig. 16. We will associate invariants to edges and vertices of F.

For every edge e m we have a function / , „ , a period of the trajectory of the vector
field v. Let us associate to e m the C*-conjugation class [/„,]* of the function fm on the
interval / . If for example we bound ourselves to the class of Morse functions / * : / — » R+,
then [/m] is classified by the consequence of maximums and minimurns together with
the values of / m in them. Let us consider the letter-atom A. In its neighborhood

dF_

dt
there exist coordinates action-angle (x,y): u = d iA dy, F = F(x2 + y2)

see.[E],[I],(K]. The period is IIw(t) = f- volw{i! + y2 < 4 S O t h e

T



i>!w < I - . I I

germ of the vector field v on the letter A is classified by the germ of the function 11^
in the point a = F(0), f l^a) > 0. If we consider only systems with U^t) such that
JxJluia) / Jooconst, then the germ is classified by the collection

0},sgn - ^

In the general case let us denote by 7nui:(A,i') the class of C*-conjugation of the germ
of v at A. The classification of the germ of v on d can be easily carried out. Let us
denote the result by Invk(d, v). If L is any other letter, the classification of the germ is
the association of the invariants from the definition 5.6, see theorem 5.7. So for every
letter t e {d, A, B,... } we associate a collection of invariants Invk(L, v)t which classify
the germ of v on L CV2.

Definition 7.1. Invk(V\ v) =' {{[/„,!*},„, {Invk(L, v).}L]

The discussion above together with the classifiestional theorem for (Pi) imply, evi-
dently

Theorem 7.2. (V2,v) c~ (V2',v') iff I»vk(V\v) = Invk(V
2\v').

In theorem 7.2 we understand the equality as earlier. In detail, let us fix some
isomorphism T ~ V. It induces an isomorphism between edges and between the letter-
atoms. The isomorphism between the edges must send the conjugation classes of period
functions to the conjugation classes and the isomorphism between the letters must send
Invii to Inv'f. as it was understood in theorem 5.7 and earlier. We write Inv^V2, v) =
/nt>t( Vs , v') if there exists an isomorphism P —* F" inducing the equality. Since the set
no(Isornorph(r, T') is finite, the process is quite effective.

§8. THE DUAL PRODLEM.

Let us now consider the problem (P3). Note that (Ps)^ was solved in [DMT] for the
simplest case when L is generated by a simple Morse function on a closed surface, i.e.
all the vertices of F are A and D. In this case all the letters are fiat, therefore A- and
Z invariants are zero and the classification is not hard.

Set as earlier T — V 2 /£ , where L is Morse foliation. If we denote by C the set
of singular leaves of £, then V2 \ C is, evidently, the collection of annuli S1 x / cor-
responding to the edges of the graph F. Their u>-vommes are invariants with regard
to transformations from the classificational problem (Pi)- Thus to every edge em we
associate a number bm. Let us associate now invariants to letters, vertices of F, other

than d. For A in its neighborhood there exists a special Morse function F = x2 + y2,
0

ui = dx2 A dy2 and we associate to it InVk(A,u>) =(the germ of the function II(F) in
zero). Let L be a hyperbolic letter and F be a Morse function generating C. Sim-
ilar to the function UV(F) we consider the function S^(t) = volw{F € (Fc,t)} in
a neighborhood of L (instead of conjugation class for II on an edge we associate to
the monotone function S only the variation). If F = Fc is a critical value, then S

is denned by the conditions U^{F) = sgn(F - FC) — SU(F),SU(FC) = 0. Therefore

S^F) has the form Su{F)j = -A}(F)ln\F - Fr\ + CJ(F), Aj(Ft) = tj{Fc) = 0
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on the j—th annulus from P2 \ K, where (P2,K) is a letter-atom corresponding to
o a

L. As earlier let us take a special function F ~ Fj(F) for the j - t h annulus of L

such that SU(F) = SU(F(F)) = -A(F)ln \F\ and let us correspond to L an invariant
/ntn(L,w)j = Invk{P2,F',ij)j like in definition 5.6.

Definition 8.1. Invk(V
2,u>) =' {{bn,}mt{I,wt{L,u,)t}L}.

Quite similar to the theorem 7.2 one may prove

,w) ~ <y*',w') iffInvk(V
2,u) = Invk{V2',w'), when the equalityTheorem 8.2. (V*,w)

is understood as in 7.2.
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